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Abstract
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) has become a popular programming paradigm in Serverless Computing. As the responsibility of resource provisioning shifts from users to cloud providers, the ease of use of FaaS for users may come at the expense of extra hardware costs for cloud providers. Currently, there is no report on how FaaS platforms address this challenge and the level of hardware utilization they achieve.

This paper presents the FaaS platform called XFaaS in Meta’s hyperscale private cloud. XFaaS currently processes trillions of function calls per day on more than 100,000 servers. We describe a set of optimizations that help XFaaS achieve a daily average CPU utilization of 66%. Based on our anecdotal knowledge, this level of utilization might be several times higher than that of typical FaaS platforms.

Specifically, to eliminate the cold start time of functions, XFaaS strives to approximate the effect that every worker can execute every function immediately. To handle load spikes without over-provisioning resources, XFaaS defers the execution of delay-tolerant functions to off-peak hours and globally dispatches function calls across datacenter regions. To prevent functions from overloading downstream services, XFaaS uses a TCP-like congestion-control mechanism to pace the execution of functions.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, Function as a Service (FaaS) [29] has become a popular programming paradigm in Serverless Computing. With FaaS, developers can create individual functions and upload them to a cloud provider’s FaaS platform, where the functions are executed in response to external events. The FaaS platform automatically provisions resources to run a function when it is triggered, freeing developers from the burden of managing virtual machines (VM) or containers. Examples of FaaS platforms include AWS Lambda [4], Azure Functions [5], and Google Cloud Functions [17].

However, the ease of use of FaaS for users may come at the expense of extra hardware costs for cloud providers. Prior to FaaS, users were responsible for the cost for underutilized VMs that were over-provisioned to handle intermittent function calls. With FaaS, as the responsibility of resource provisioning shifts from users to cloud providers, the cost of over-provisioned resources will be borne by cloud providers. It was reported that, in Azure Functions, “81% of the applications are invoked once per minute or less on average: This suggests that the cost of keeping these applications warm, relative to their total execution (billable) time, can be prohibitively high [39].” Despite FaaS being a popular topic in research, the research community lacks a quantitative understanding of this problem, mainly due to the absence of reports on the actual hardware utilization of large-scale FaaS platforms, let alone solutions to this problem.

At Meta, we operate a hyperscale private cloud that includes a FaaS platform called XFaaS. XFaaS processes trillions of function calls per day on more than 100,000 servers spread across tens of datacenter regions. Due to the hyperscale of XFaaS, reducing hardware costs is a top priority for us. Below, we first describe the risk of extra hardware costs and then explain how we tackle them in XFaaS.
A significant challenge of FaaS is the lengthy cold-start time of a function, which can result in prolonged response times and hardware inefficiencies. Figure 1 shows the lifecycle of a function, where steps (1)-(7) and (9)-(10) are all overheads and their costs are borne by the cloud provider. Only step (8) performs the actual work that can be charged to FaaS users. If the wait time X in step (9) is too long, the container sits idle and is wasted. Conversely, if the wait time is too short, the container is shut down too quickly, and the next request must go through the overheads in steps (1)-(7) to initialize the function again.

Figure 1. Lifecycle of a function.

1.1 Risk of Extra Hardware Costs

Lengthy cold start time. A significant challenge of FaaS is the lengthy cold-start time of a function, which can result in prolonged response times and hardware inefficiencies. Figure 1 shows the lifecycle of a function, where steps (1)-(7) and (9)-(10) are all overheads and their costs are borne by the cloud provider. Only step (8) performs the actual work that can be charged to FaaS users. If the wait time X in step (9) is too long, the container sits idle and is wasted. Conversely, if the wait time is too short, the container is shut down too quickly, and the next request must go through the overheads in steps (1)-(7) to initialize the function again.

High variance of load. A high variance in the load can result in either extra hardware costs due to over-provisioning, or an overloaded system when the load surges. Shahrad et al. reported that the peak-to-trough ratio of function calls in Azure Functions is approximately two [39]. This ratio is even more skewed in XFaas, as high as 4.3 (see the "Received" curve in Figure 2). Therefore, XFaas runs the risk of severe waste if resources are provisioned to handle the peak load.

Overloading downstream services. Even if a FaaS platform can perfectly manage its own load, its functions can still cause resource contention at the downstream services that they invoke. For instance, in XFaas, many functions do offline computation on our social-graph database [9], which is also accessed by our online services that serve billions of users. In the past, we experienced outages caused by a spike in calls from non-user-facing functions overloading the database and resulting in a high error rate for user-facing online services. Existing systems like AWS Lambda set a static concurrency limit per function, which is insufficient. If the limit is set too low, both the FaaS platform and the database will waste unused resources. Conversely, setting the limit too high may result in a high error rate for the online services.

1.2 Solutions for Extra Hardware Costs

Solution for cold start time. To maximize hardware efficiency, we want to achieve or closely approximate the effect of a universal worker, where every worker can instantly execute every function without any cold start overhead.
a function instead of executing it immediately, which helps spread out the load in a predictable manner.

Thanks to these optimizations, the curve of the “Executed” functions in Figure 2 is much less spiky compared to the curve of the “Received” function calls. Consequently, XFaaS only needs to provision sufficient capacity to match the “Executed” curve instead of the “Received” curve.

Solution for overloading downstream services. XFaaS addresses this problem through adaptive concurrency control. First, it leverages a global resource isolation and management (RIM) system to enforce resource isolation across distributed components. Instead of making decisions locally, RIM collects global metrics across different systems to assist XFaaS to operate in real-time coordination with downstream services. Second, downstream services can send back-pressure signals to XFaaS. In response, XFaaS uses a TCP-like congestion-control mechanism to pace the execution of functions.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:

- This is the first work that uses production data to shed light on whether the ease of use of FaaS comes at the expense of extra hardware costs for the FaaS platform. With a set of optimizations, XFaaS achieves a daily average CPU utilization of 66%. Based on our anecdotal knowledge in the industry, this level of utilization might be several times higher than that of typical FaaS platforms, despite the much spikier load in XFaaS.
- We propose a holistic set of techniques to work together to closely approximate the effect of a universal worker, where every worker can instantly execute every function without any cold start overhead.
- We propose a holistic set of techniques to manage load spikes, including time-shift computing, dispatching function calls across datacenter regions, and prioritizing function execution based on criticality and quota. None of these have been applied to FaaS before.
- We propose adaptive concurrency control to prevent functions from overloading downstream services. This problem has not been studied in FaaS before.

2 Background

To set the stage for future discussions, we provide some background on FaaS in our private cloud.

2.1 Rapid Growth of FaaS in Our Private Cloud

As the popularity of FaaS has been growing rapidly in public clouds, one may wonder whether a private cloud has sufficient FaaS workloads to support similar growth. Figure 3 shows that the number of daily function invocations in XFaaS has increased 50 times over the past 5 years, currently totaling trillions of function calls daily. The rapid growth at the end of 2022 is due to the launch of a new feature that allows for the use of Kafka-like data streams [12] to trigger function calls. Overall, the rapid adoption of XFaaS shows that FaaS is a successful programming paradigm that is equally applicable to both public and private cloud environments. The hyperscale of XFaaS requires us to efficiently use hardware, especially in coping with spiky loads.

2.2 Spiky Load

The clients of XFaaS submit function calls in a highly spiky manner, as depicted by the “Received” curve in Figure 2. The peak demand is 4.3 times higher than the off-peak demand. The midnight peak is caused by function calls triggered by Hive-like [24] big-data pipelines that create data tables around midnight. The availability of the data triggers the invocation of many functions at a high volume. As a specific example, Figure 4 illustrates the spiky load of a function with almost 20 million function calls submitted within a 15-minute time window. Allocating capacity to accommodate the peak demand indiscriminately would result in considerable hardware waste during off-peak times.

One of our key insights is that certain XFaaS functions may not need immediate execution. Most XFaaS functions are triggered by queue, timer, storage, orchestration and event bridge workflows. These functions tend to be more delay-tolerant than functions triggered through direct RPC like HTTP. Functions with relaxed latency expectations, present opportunities for smoothing out the load.

XFaaS adopts a holistic set of techniques to handle spiky loads. When necessary, it defers the execution of delay-tolerant functions and low-criticality functions. Moreover, it globally dispatches function calls across datacenter regions.
to balance the load. Additionally, it enforces a per-function quota to ensure fairness. Finally, it allows the caller to specify a future time for function execution, which spreads out the load in a predictable manner. In combination, these techniques drastically reduce spikes in function execution, as demonstrated by the “Executed” curves in Figures 2 and 4.

2.3 Datacenters and Uneven Hardware Distribution
Our private cloud comprises tens of datacenter regions and millions of machines. Each region comprises multiple datacenters that are physically close to one another. Due to the low-latency and high-bandwidth network connecting datacenters in the same region, we can largely consider hardware within a region to be fungible. However, the cross-region network bandwidth is about 10 times lower than the bandwidth between datacenters within a region, and the cross-region network latency is about 100-1000 times longer than the latency within a region. As a result, our services often treat communication within-region and cross-region differently. Therefore, XFaaS needs to strike a balance between regional locality and cross-region load balancing.

Figure 5 shows the capacity of XFaaS’s worker pools in a subset of datacenter regions. Due to the incremental acquisition of capacity and availability of capacity [14], XFaaS’s capacity is unevenly distributed across regions. This requires XFaaS to optimize for regional locality while also balancing the load across regions to drive hardware to high utilization.

2.4 Terminology
We will define some terminology to set the stage for future discussions. Each execution of a function is referred to as a function call or function invocation. A language runtime is an environment in which functions are executed. Currently, XFaaS supports runtimes for PHP, Python, Erlang, Haskell, and a generic container-based runtime for any language. A worker is a server, i.e., a physical machine that hosts a specific runtime to execute functions.

A namespace is a strongly isolated environment in XFaaS that consists of a pool of dedicated workers and a set of functions. A function belongs to a single namespace, and a worker also belongs to a single namespace. Each namespace supports only one runtime, and currently XFaaS has over 20 namespaces. A namespace is a multi-tenant environment that can run functions from multiple teams. The creation of a new namespace is a rare occasion that only happens when there is a strong need for security or performance isolation, or when a new runtime is introduced.

XFaaS allows one instance of a runtime (i.e., one Linux process) to concurrently execute multiple functions. To minimize interference, these functions are restricted to using only a subset of the language runtime features. For instance, forking a process is not allowed. The language runtime provides data isolation among functions by using a multilevel security-information flow approach that incorporates access control in a Bell-La-Padula style [7].

A function has several attributes that developers can set, such as function name, arguments, runtime, criticality, execution start time, execution completion deadline, resource quota, concurrency limit, and retry policy. The execution completion deadline can range from seconds to 24 hours. When XFaaS is low on capacity, functions that can tolerate delays are postponed until off-peak hours.

3 Diverse Workloads
XFaaS supports a range of diverse workloads. Its functions come from thousands of teams, supporting all major products, along with their corresponding diverse runtimes (PHP, Python, Erlang, Haskell, and C++). Additionally, it accommodates nearly every FaaS trigger available in public clouds, including queues, orchestration workflows, timers, storage, data streams, and event bridges. In this section, we summarize the characteristics of XFaaS workloads.

3.1 Workload Categories
We classify functions into three categories based on their triggers: (1) queue-triggered functions, which are submitted via a queue service; (2) event-triggered functions, which are activated by data-change events in our data warehouse and data-stream systems; and (3) timer-triggered functions, which automatically fire based on a pre-set timing.

Over one month, XFaaS executed 18,377 unique functions. The function count, invocation count, and compute usage of these functions are summarized in Table 1. In terms of the function count, queue-triggered functions dominate due to their longest history of usage. However, once XFaaS started to support event-triggered functions, numerous data-processing services began utilizing them, leading to rapid growth. These functions tend to run frequently but have shorter execution times. Consequently, event-triggered functions account for 85% of invocations but only 14% of compute usage. The support for timer-triggered functions is the latest addition to XFaaS, and is still gaining momentum.
Table 1. Breakdown of functions by categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triggers</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Function Calls</th>
<th>Compute Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Queue-triggered</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event-triggered</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer-triggered</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Workload Examples

In general, XFaas workloads seldom handle user-facing interactive requests that demand sub-second response times, such as newsfeed display, search result ranking, or video playback. Traditionally, at Meta, these interactive user requests are handled by long-running services, as serverless functions do not offer significant advantages in these scenarios.

Serverless functions are typically lauded for two primary benefits: (1) pay-as-you-go and no upfront capacity planning, and (2) streamlined deployment where developers only write code, and the serverless platform handles deployment automatically. However, for user-facing requests requiring sub-second response times, the first benefit loses relevance because meticulous capacity planning is needed to provide guaranteed capacity and ensure delightful experiences for the billions of users of Meta products. This is very different from the scenario of a small product with a limited user base, where occasional user experience degradation is acceptable, and cloud providers are expected to have spare capacity to accommodate load spikes of small products.

Moreover, at Meta, the second benefit can be achieved through full deployment automation without employing serverless functions. Notably, our continuous deployment tool, Conveyor [18], already deploys 97% of all services without any human intervention, and even serverless functions are deployed through Conveyor. Due to these reasons, at Meta, serverless functions are rarely used to handle user-facing requests requiring sub-second response times.

Next, we describe several examples of typical XFaas workloads. To report resource usage, we use million instructions per second (MIPS) as the metric for CPU. For memory usage, we measure the peak memory consumption of each function invocation within one-minute intervals. The characteristics of these workloads are summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workload</th>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Calls/s</th>
<th>% of call count</th>
<th>CPU (MIPS)</th>
<th>Memory (MB)</th>
<th>Execution Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>0.001%</td>
<td>3K - 4K</td>
<td>200 - 200</td>
<td>10 - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falco</td>
<td>Data Stream</td>
<td>25M</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
<td>1 - 4</td>
<td>20 - 90</td>
<td>0.004 - 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity Bot</td>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>6K</td>
<td>0.005%</td>
<td>40 - 120</td>
<td>5 - 10</td>
<td>0.15 - 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notifications</td>
<td>Data Warehouse</td>
<td>3.4M</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>65 - 200</td>
<td>10 - 90</td>
<td>0.55 - 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morphing Framework</td>
<td>Queue</td>
<td>25K</td>
<td>0.02%</td>
<td>1.5M - 27M</td>
<td>30 - 230</td>
<td>65 - 155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Examples of XFaas workloads. As each workload utilizes multiple functions, the last three columns report both the minimum and the maximum of CPU usage, memory usage, and execution time of these functions.

3.3 Workload Resource Usage

Across all functions supported by XFaas, their resource consumption varies widely, as shown in Table 3. CPU usage per function call varies from 0.37 MIPS at P10 to 1,064,280 MIPS at P99. Overall, 31% of functions have per-invocation CPU usage below 1 MIPS, 65% below 10 MIPS, and 89% below 100 MIPS. In terms of per-invocation memory usage, 60% of functions use below 16 MB, 92% use below 256 MB, while 2% exceed 1 GB. Lastly, the execution time varies from milliseconds to over 10 minutes. Specifically, 33% of function calls finish within 1 second, 94% finish within 60 seconds, while 1% exceed 5 minutes.
Queue-triggered functions have a longer tail with high CPU usage, as some of them (e.g., Morphing Framework functions) are long-running and execute complex data transformations. Timer-triggered functions exhibit high variation, with an execution time of 24 ms at P10 and almost 11 minutes at P99. Lastly, event-triggered functions execute at a high frequency but with low CPU usage. These functions are triggered by data changes in our data warehouse and data-stream system. The Notification System and the Falco logging system fall under this category.

In summary, serverless functions demonstrate significant variability in their resource consumption. This necessitates XFaaS to employ intelligent scheduling and load balancing techniques to optimize hardware utilization.

### 4 XFaaS Design

We follow the architecture diagram in Figure 6 to present the design of XFaaS. First, we provide an overview of how a function call is processed end-to-end, and then we elaborate on the details of each component.

#### 4.1 Overview

To initiate a function call, a client sends a request to a submitter. The submitter enforces rate limiting and forwards the request to a QueueLB (queue load balancer), which then selects a DurableQ (durable queue) to persist the function call until it completes. The scheduler periodically pulls function calls from the DurableQs and stores them in its in-memory FuncBuffer (function buffer), with a separate buffer designated for each function. The scheduler determines the execution order of function calls based on their criticality, completion deadline, and quota, and transfers function calls that are ready for execution to the RunQ (run queue). Finally, the function calls in the RunQ are dispatched to the WorkerLB (worker load balancer), which routes them to the appropriate workers for execution.

In Figure 6, DurableQ is the only sharded and stateful component, unlike the other components which are stateless and unsharded. DurableQ uses a shared database that is highly available to store function calls permanently. The submitter, QueueLB, scheduler, and WorkerLB are all stateless, unsharded, and replicated without a designated leader, so their replicas play equal roles. This architecture concentrates state management in a single component, simplifying the overall design. Scaling a stateless component can be easily achieved by adding more replicas, and if a stateless component fails, any peer can take over its work.

With XFaaS’s hyperscale, each component in Figure 6 typically runs on hundreds or more servers, except for the workers and DurableQs. These components serve as the compute and storage engines for function calls, and their capacity needs are proportional to the volume of function calls. Currently, the workers and DurableQs consume over 100,000 and 10,000 servers, respectively.

XFaaS operates across multiple geo-distributed datacenter regions, with the capability to dispatch function calls to any region. However, it aims to strike a balance between load balancing and regional locality, by executing most function calls in the same region where they are submitted. As shown in Figure 5, XFaaS’s hardware capacity varies significantly across regions, and hence load balancing is critical. To achieve this, three components work together. First, QueueLBs balances the load across DurableQs in different regions. Second, schedulers distribute function calls proportionally to each region’s worker pool capacity. Finally, WorkerLB balances the load of individual workers while also ensuring that each worker handles a stable and subset of functions for improved locality, rather than all functions.

To ensure fault tolerance, the central controllers at the top of Figure 6 remain separate from the critical path of function execution. The controllers continuously optimize the system by periodically updating key configuration parameters, which are consumed by critical-path components like workers and schedulers. Since these configurations are cached by the critical-path components, they continue to execute functions using the current configurations even if the central controllers fail. However, when the central controllers are down, XFaaS would not be reconfigured in response to workload changes. For example, the traffic matrix for cross-region function dispatching won’t be updated even if the actual traffic has shifted. Typically, this does not lead to significant imbalance immediately and can withstand central controller downtime for tens of minutes.

For simplicity, Figure 6 shows only one worker pool per region for one namespace. In reality, a region may host multiple namespaces and each component depicted in Figure 6 can support multiple namespaces simultaneously, except that each namespace has its own dedicated worker pools. Below, we describe each XFaaS component in detail.

#### 4.2 Submitter

A function can be executed in response to various events. The first type of event involves clients submitting function calls to submitters, as illustrated in Figure 6. The second type
of event involves data changes in our data warehouse [42], while the third type of event is triggered by the arrival of new data in our data-stream system [12]. For simplicity, the last two types of events are not shown in Figure 6.

Initially, XFaas allowed clients to directly write into DurableQs the IDs and arguments of the functions to be called. As the rate of function calls increased, we introduced the submitter to improve efficiency by batching calls and writing them to a DurableQ as one operation. If a function’s arguments are too large, the submitter stores the arguments separately in a distributed key-value store. Moreover, the submitter enforces policies like rate limiting to avoid overloading the submitter and the downstream components. To achieve this, each submitter independently consults the Central Rate Limiter shown in Figure 6 to keep track of the global resource usage.

Finally, because some clients have very spiky submission rates of function calls, as shown in Figures 2 and 4, each region has two sets of submitters, one for normal clients and another for very spiky clients (such as the one in Figure 4) to prevent spiky clients from overly impacting normal clients. XFaas monitors extremely spiky clients and alerts its operators to negotiate with the customer about moving them to the spiky submitters; otherwise, XFaas will throttle them by default. Note that this needs human involvement because it is an explicit SLO change for the customer.

4.3 DurableQ and QueueLB

Upon receiving a function call, the submitter forwards it to a QueueLB. The Configuration Management System depicted at the top of Figure 6 is called Configerator [40]. It stores and delivers a routing policy to each QueueLB, which specifies the distribution of the submitter-to-QueueLB traffic for each \( \text{source-region, destination-region} \) pair. This helps balance the load across DurableQs in different regions as the hardware capacity of DurableQs also varies wildly across regions, similar to that in Figure 5. The mapping of function calls to DurableQs is sharded by a random UUID to distribute the load evenly across DurableQs. This means that a function call can be queued at any DurableQ.

Each DurableQ maintains a separate queue for each function, ordered by the function call’s execution start time, which is specified by the caller and can be a future time, such as eight hours from now. The scheduler periodically queries DurableQs to retrieve function calls whose start time is past the present time. Once a DurableQ offers a function call to a scheduler, it will not offer it to another scheduler unless the scheduler fails to execute it. After a function call is executed by a worker, the scheduler notifies the DurableQ with either an ACK message to indicate that the function was executed successfully or a NACK message to indicate otherwise. Upon receiving an ACK, the DurableQ permanently removes the function call from its queue. If it receives a NACK or neither an ACK nor a NACK after a timeout, it makes the function

---

**Figure 6.** High-level architecture of XFaas.
call available for another scheduler to retrieve and retry. This means that a DurableQ offers the at-least-once semantics.

4.4 Scheduler
A scheduler’s main responsibility is to determine the order of function calls based on their criticality, execution deadline, and capacity quota. As depicted in Figure 6, the inputs to the scheduler are multiple FuncBuffers (function buffers), one for each function, and the output is a single ordered RunQ (run queue) of function calls that will be dispatched for execution. FuncBuffers and RunQ are in-memory data structures.

Each scheduler periodically polls different DurableQs to retrieve pending function calls. Since the mapping of function calls to DurableQs is sharded by a random UUID, the scheduler may retrieve different callers’ invocations for the same function from different DurableQs. Those invocations are merged into the single FuncBuffer for the function, which is ordered first by the criticality level of function calls and then by their execution deadline. As XFaaS often runs under constrained capacity, prioritizing criticality first ensures that important function calls are more likely to be executed during a capacity crunch or a site outage.

The scheduler selects the most suitable function call among the top items of all FuncBuffers and moves it to the RunQ for execution. The selection criteria involve quota management and will be described in detail in §4.6. The RunQ also serves the purpose of flow control. If the RunQ builds up due to slow function execution, the scheduler will slow down both the movement of items from FuncBuffers to the RunQ and the retrieval of function calls from DurableQs.

When workers in a region are underutilized, to balance the load, the region’s schedulers may retrieve function calls from DurableQs in other regions whose workers are overloaded. The Global Traffic Conductor (GTC) in Figure 6 maintains a near-real-time global view of the demand (pending function calls) and supply (capacity of worker pools) across all regions. It periodically computes a traffic matrix where its element $T_{ij}$ specifies the fraction of function calls that the schedulers in region $i$ should pull from region $j$. To compute the traffic matrix, the GTC starts by setting $\forall i, T_{ii} = 1$ and $\forall i \neq j, T_{ij} = 0$, meaning that all schedulers will only pull from DurableQs in their local region. However, this might lead to the workers in certain regions becoming overloaded.

The GTC calculates the shift of traffic in those overloaded regions to their nearby regions until no region is overloaded or all regions are equally loaded. The GTC periodically distributes a new traffic matrix to all schedulers in all regions via the Configuration Management System in Figure 6. The schedulers then follow the traffic matrix to retrieve function calls from DurableQs in different regions.

4.5 Workers and WorkerLB
Each namespace supports a single runtime, and has its dedicated worker pool. Functions that use the same programming language but require strong isolation are separated into different namespaces. For the sake of brevity, the discussion below assumes a single namespace, meaning a single runtime and a single worker pool.

To maximize hardware efficiency, we want to closely approximate the effect of a universal worker, where every worker can instantly execute every function without any startup overhead. XFaaS achieves this through multiple techniques. First, it allows multiple functions to execute concurrently in one instance of the runtime, i.e., one Linux process. Second, it uses an efficient peer-to-peer system [15] to proactively push the latest code of all functions in a namespace to the local SSD disk of every worker in that namespace. The workers keep the runtime up and running all the time. Upon receiving a call for a function in the first time, the runtime loads the pre-populated function code from its local SSD and executes it immediately. One instance of the runtime can concurrently execute different functions in different threads. Third, XFaaS uses cooperative JIT compilation among workers to eliminate the overhead and delay of every worker redoing profiling for JIT compilation (§4.5.1). Finally, to improve the cache hit rate of the function code and JIT code in a worker’s memory, XFaaS uses locality groups to ensure that only calls for a stable and small subset of functions, rather than all functions, are dispatched to a given worker (§4.5.2).

4.5.1 Cooperative JIT Compilation. We use PHP as the primary example in our discussion. Our PHP runtime is called HHVM [23], which uses instrumentation-based profiling to enable region-based JIT compilation [36]. However, it is inefficient to have tens of thousands of workers each independently performing profiling, as previous work [37] shows that HHVM needs up to 25 minutes to finish profiling and produce high-quality JIT code for a code size of around 500MB. This is problematic for XFaaS because it frequently pushes new code for functions to all workers.

To solve this problem, XFaaS adopts cooperative JIT compilation among workers. Every three hours, XFaaS bundles all new and changed function code into a file and pushes it to all workers through peer-to-peer data distribution [15]. Workers start using the new function code in three phases. In the first phase, a small set of workers run the new code to catch potential bugs. In the second phase, 2% of the workers run the new code to catch harder-to-detect bugs, and some seeder workers perform profiling to collect the data needed for JIT compilation. In the third phase, a seeder’s profiling data is distributed to all workers in the same locality group as the seeder, allowing them to perform JIT compilation for hot functions immediately, even before they receive function calls for the new code. Later, when they receive those calls, they can immediately execute the optimized JIT code without any startup or profiling delay.
4.5.2 Locality Groups. Our goal is to closely approximate the effect of an universal worker, where every worker can instantly execute every function without any startup overhead. However, due to the limited memory capacity, it is infeasible to keep every function’s JIT code in every worker’s memory. Moreover, functions themselves need memory to cache data and perform computations. If a worker happens to execute multiple memory-hungry functions concurrently, it may run out of memory. For example, functions of the Morphing Framework described in Section 3.2 are long-running and consume increasingly more memory until they finish.

To address this problem, the Locality Optimizer depicted in Figure 6 partitions both functions and workers into locality groups to ensure that only calls for a subset of functions are dispatched to a given worker. Based on the profiling data of functions, the Locality Optimizer partitions functions into non-overlapping locality groups and ensures that memory-hungry functions are spread out into different locality groups. Specifically for the Morphing Framework, since it programmatically generates many ephemeral functions and those functions share similar characteristics, the Locality Optimizer simply assigns them to different locality groups in a round-robin fashion.

In addition to mapping functions to locality groups, each locality group of functions is mapped to a corresponding locality group of workers, such as Locality Groups 1 and 2 in Figure 6. When a WorkerLB in Figure 6 routes a function call, it randomly chooses two workers from the function’s corresponding worker locality group, and dispatches the function call to the worker with less load. This approach introduces locality into the traditional load-balancing approach of the power of two random choices [32].

As the resource-consumption profiles of functions change, the Locality Optimizer can dynamically reassign functions across locality groups. Moreover, if the mix of function calls changes, such as one locality group experiencing a surge in its function calls, the Locality Optimizer can move workers from one locality group to another to balance the load.

4.6 Handling Load Spikes
XFaaS uses a set of techniques to smooth out load spikes, which allows it to operate efficiently without over-provisioning resources to accommodate the peak load.

4.6.1 Quota for Functions. Every function is associated with a quota set up by its owner, which defines the total number of CPU cycles it can use per second globally. This quota is transformed into a requests-per-second (RPS) rate limit by dividing the quota by the function’s average cost per invocation. The RPS for a function is aggregated globally, and each scheduler consults the Central Rate Limiter in Figure 6 to determine whether to throttle the invocations to a function, based on whether the function globally exceeds its RPS limit.

4.6.2 Time-Shifting Computing. XFaaS provides two types of quotas: reserved and opportunistic. If a function utilizes reserved quota and is currently within its allotted limit, XFaaS strives to initiate the execution of its function call on a worker within seconds of receiving the call. This is part of XFaaS’s SLO. If a function uses opportunistic quota, XFaaS’s execution SLO for that function is set to 24 hours. This enables XFaaS to schedule execution of these delay-tolerant functions during off-peak hours when capacity is available.

When workers are underutilized or overloaded, XFaaS dynamically adjusts the rate of invocations for functions using opportunistic quota to run at a rate above or below the RPS limit derived from their quota. Let $r_0$ denote an opportunistic function’s preset RPS limit. Its real RPS limit is dynamically adjusted to $r = r_0 \times S$, where $S$ reflects the current utilization of workers. If workers are underutilized, $S$ increases. Conversely, if workers are overloaded, $S$ can decrease all the way down to zero, causing the scheduling of opportunistic functions to stop. The Utilization Controller in Figure 6 monitors the utilization of workers, dynamically adjusts $S$ to reach a target utilization level of workers, and stores $S$ in a database. The schedulers periodically retrieve $S$ from the database, and uses it to compute the adjusted RPS limit for opportunistic functions. Meta’s hardware budget allocation process incentivizes teams to utilize opportunistic quota whenever possible, similar to public cloud’s pricing incentives for using harvest VMs.

4.6.3 Protecting Downstream Services. Even if XFaaS can perfectly manage its own load, its functions can still cause resource contention at the downstream services that they invoke. The following production outage initially motivated us to develop solutions to address this issue. At one time, the social-graph database called TAO [9] experienced high load during its peak hours, which is expected. However, additional load from a high-volume function running on XFaaS unexpectedly exacerbated the situation, overloading TAO and causing excessive failures and retries. These failures and retries amplified queries to several downstream services, resulting in degraded availability of TAO and further overloading an indexing service, subsequently causing a domino effect. The investigation to identify the root cause of this domino effect and the subsequent manual mitigation took place over the course of a full day, eventually leading to a large portion of function executions on XFaaS being paused manually to temporarily mitigate the situation.

To avoid overloading downstream services, XFaaS takes a TCP-like additive-increase-multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) approach to dynamically adjust the RPS limit for functions. A downstream service can throw a back-pressure exception to indicate that it is overloaded. When the back-pressure for a function exceeds a threshold, its RPS limit $r$ is adjusted to a fraction $M$ of its current RPS limit, $r_{k+1} = r_k \times M$. When it is free of back pressure, the RPS limit is increased additively,
\[ r_{k+1} = r_k + I \] Both \( M \) and \( I \) are tunable parameters. The back-pressure threshold is defined per downstream service and is set by the service owner based on their domain knowledge. For example, for two of our largest downstream services, the threshold was set at 5,000 exceptions per minute, which has worked robustly without any changes for the past two years.

XFaaS also provides other traffic shaping features to assist downstream services. Let \( r \) denote a function’s RPS limit and \( p \) denote a function’s execution time. The function may have up to \( R = r \times p \) running instances at any given time. If \( p \) is large, \( R \) can also be large, which may result in too many concurrent calls to a downstream service, possibly causing it to become overloaded. XFaaS allows each function to be configured with a concurrency limit to indicate the maximum number of instances that the function can run at any given time. The concurrency limit is less powerful than the AIMD approach described above, but serves as a proper safety net, since not every downstream service is well-implemented to throw back-pressure exceptions in overload situations.

While some downstream services may be able to handle high RPS in a steady state, abrupt changes such as a sudden increase of RPS from \( r/10 \) to \( r/2 \) may not be well-handled by such services. These services may need time to warm up their cache or use autoscaling to add more instances in response to a load increase. To assist these services, XFaaS uses slow start to gradually increase a function’s RPS while imposing a limit on the rate of change to RPS. Specifically, if the number of function calls per time window \( W \) is already above a threshold of \( T \), traffic will increase by a maximum factor of \( \alpha \) per time window. Through empirical evaluation, we have set these parameters as \( W = 1 \text{ minute}, T = 100 \text{ function calls}, and } \alpha = 20\% \). Slow start slowly but steadily increases RPS until either the RPS limit or concurrency limit is reached or the function’s finish rate is unable to keep up with the rate of scheduled function calls.

4.7 Data Isolation

Functions that require strong isolation for security or performance are assigned to different namespaces, each using distinct worker pools to achieve physical isolation. Within the same namespace, multiple functions can run in the same Linux process, owing to the high degree of trust within a private cloud, the mandatory peer review of all code changes, and the default security mechanisms that are already in place. In addition, we enforce data isolation across functions to prevent unintended data misuse. This is accomplished using a multilevel security-information flow approach that incorporates access control in a Bell-La-Padula style [7].

XFaaS offers a programming model where function owners can annotate the arguments of their function with semantics. A system automatically infers data type semantics and offer warnings on missing or potentially inaccurate annotations. To ensure data isolation across functions, XFaaS enforces the Bell-La-Padula security principles. Principals at higher classification levels do not write to lower classification levels, and principals at lower classification levels do not read from higher classification levels. In other words, data can only flow from lower to higher classification levels.

XFaaS enforces the policy at the boundaries between systems which are separated into isolation zones with different classification levels. Each function call is labelled with an isolation zone, and the labeling can be done either statically at the function coding time, or dynamically through propagation during RPC calls. The XFaaS scheduler checks if a function’s arguments from a source isolation zone can flow to the function’s execution isolation zone, respecting the Bell-La Padula properties. Similarly, workers also ensure that a function running in a zone follows these properties.

Overall, XFaaS’s novel use of a combination of isolation models enables it to operate securely and efficiently. On one hand, it uses separate worker pools to execute functions that require strong isolation. On the other hand, functions within the same namespace rely on the language runtime to maintain data isolation at function granularity. This allows XFaaS to run multiple functions concurrently within a single Linux process, maximizing efficiency.

5 Evaluation and Experience

We use production data to evaluate XFaaS. Our evaluation focuses on the following questions.

- Can XFaaS drive workers to high utilization? (§5.1)
- Can XFaaS closely approximate the effect of a universal worker so that every worker can execute every function instantly without any startup overhead? (§5.2)
- Can XFaaS effectively defer delay-tolerant functions to off-peak hours for execution? (§5.3)
- Can cooperative JIT compilation help workers achieve their maximum performance quickly? (§5.4)
- Can XFaaS automatically prevent functions from overloading downstream services? (§5.5)

5.1 CPU Utilization of Workers

Due to the hyperscale of XFaaS, reducing hardware costs is a top priority for us. The primary hardware cost is the worker pool, and improving its utilization effectively reduces hardware waste. Figure 7 shows the average utilization of workers in 12 different regions. We make several observations. First, despite the very spiky load in received function calls as depicted in Figures 2 and 4, XFaaS is effective in spreading out the actual execution of function calls evenly. The peak-to-trough ratio of CPU utilization is only 1.4x, which is a significant improvement over the peak-to-trough ratio of 4.3x depicted in Figure 2 for the “Received” curve. Second, overall, XFaaS achieves a high daily average CPU utilization of 66%, showing that it is effective in eliminating unnecessary wait time in a function’s lifecycle as shown in Figure 1. Based on our anecdotal knowledge in the industry, this level
CPU utilization might be several times higher than that of typical FaaS platforms. Third, the CPU utilization levels of different regions stay within a narrow band, indicating that XFaaS is effective in balancing load across regions despite the uneven distribution of hardware capacity in different regions, as depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 8 shows that the majority of functions are lightweight and execute within less than one second. Therefore, it would be very wasteful to incur the overhead depicted in Figure 1 for each function call. Although the execution time of most functions is short, some functions can have a very long execution time, as the P95 execution time hovers around 80 seconds. Despite the complexity introduced by the high variance of execution time, XFaaS is effective in managing the load and achieving a high CPU utilization.

5.2 Locality Group and Memory Consumption
To maximize hardware efficiency, our goal is to closely approximate the effect of a universal worker, where every worker can instantly execute every function without any startup overhead. However, due to limited memory capacity, it is infeasible to keep the JIT code for every function in every worker’s memory. To address this problem, as described in §4.5.2, XFaaS partitions both functions and workers into locality groups to ensure that only calls for a subset of functions are dispatched to a given worker.

To evaluate the impact of locality groups, we conducted an experiment in production, by dividing all workers in a specific region into two partitions, with and without locality groups, respectively. Production traffic in the region was randomly distributed to the two partitions to ensure a fair comparison. Over a two-week-long period, workers in the partition with locality group on average consumed 11.8% and 11.4% less memory at P50 and P95, respectively. This experiment demonstrates that locality groups are effective in reducing workers’ memory consumption.

Moreover, Figure 9 shows that, although there are tens of thousands of functions, each worker executes only about 61 and 113 distinct functions within a one-hour window at P50 and P95, respectively. Furthermore, Figure 10 demonstrates that a worker’s memory consumption stays at a stable level while being highly utilized.

These results demonstrate that locality groups are able to effectively manage memory pressure and approximate the effect of a universal worker. Moreover, for power efficiency, all our workers are configured with only 64GB of memory. This demonstrates that a universal worker can be realistically approximated with a moderate amount of memory.

5.3 Time-Shifting Computing
As described in §4.6.2, XFaaS provides two types of quotas: reserved and opportunistic. Function using opportunistic
quota can be deferred to off-peak hours for execution. Figure 11 compares the total CPU instructions consumed by functions using reserved quota versus those using opportunistic quota. We make several observations. First, functions using reserved quota demonstrate a diurnal pattern as most functions are triggered by events that are ultimately related to our user-facing products. Second, the CPU consumption of the reserved functions and opportunistic functions almost exactly complement each other, demonstrating that XFaaS is effective in scheduling opportunistic functions to run during off-peak hours. We are working aggressively to convert many functions that currently use reserved quota to use opportunistic quota. This is feasible because most functions do not actually have a tight deadline. Using opportunistic quota would allow XFaaS to further reduce its peak capacity needs, as well as run these functions with low-cost elastic capacity, which is similar to AWS’ Spot Instances.

One may notice that the peak of the “Received” curve in Figure 2 is much higher than the opportunistic-quota curve in Figure 11. This is because multiple factors work together to smooth out the peak load: 1) the caller of a function can specify a future execution start time for the function; 2) XFaaS throttles functions that exceed their quota; 3) XFaaS can delay the execution of lower-criticality functions as needed; and 4) opportunistic functions are deferred to off-peak hours. Out of these factors, the opportunistic-quota curve in Figure 11 only reflects the last one. Although we expect that opportunistic quota will make up a larger percentage of the overall contribution to managing load spikes as we transfer more functions from reserved quota to opportunistic quota, the difference between Figures 2 and 11 emphasizes the importance of using a holistic set of techniques to manage load spikes, not just opportunistic quota alone.

5.4 Cooperative JIT Compilation
As explained in §4.5.1, our PHP runtime uses cooperative JIT compilation to address the inefficiency of workers taking tens of minutes to reach their maximum performance after a code update for functions. To compare the performance difference with and without cooperative JIT compilation, we perform an experiment on a worker running in production. We use $T_K$ to denote the time at $K$ seconds into the experiment. In Figure 12, at $T_0$, we stop the worker’s runtime to update the function code and restarts it with the JIT profiling data supplied by a seeder. With the assistance of the JIT data, the worker reaches its maximum RPS by $T_{180}$, and the entire process takes three minutes. At $T_{900}$, we restart the runtime without providing it with the JIT profiling data. As a result, the runtime had to perform its own instrumentation-based profiling and, it takes until $T_{2160}$ for the worker to reach its maximum RPS. The entire process takes 21 minutes, which is much longer than the three minutes required to reach maximum RPS with cooperative JIT compilation. This experiment highlights the importance of cooperative JIT compilation, especially given XFaaS’s practice of frequently pushing code updates for functions to all workers.

5.5 Protecting Downstream Services
We demonstrate XFaaS’s effectiveness in preventing functions from overloading downstream services through two real-world incidents that happened in production.

In the first incident, a write-through cache (WTCache) situated in front of the social-graph database, called TAO [9], exhibited a significant degradation in read and write availability, dropping 10% and 20% from their respective SLOs. This was due to a bug in the new code release of WTCache that caused high traffic to be sent to WTCache’s backing persistent key-value store (KVStore) during cache misses. As a result, KVStore throttled WTCache’s requests, and WTCache, in turn, further dropped reads and writes to WTCache.

Under normal circumstances, XFaaS would continuously execute a high volume of calls to Function A and Function B in Figure 13, which would further call WTCache. However, during the incident, XFaaS’s back-pressure mechanism slowed
When a downstream service was overloaded, XFaaS first slowed down function executions and then gradually increased them after the downstream service recovered. The top figure shows the downstream service’s read SLO, and the bottom figures show how XFaaS paced the execution of two functions affecting the downstream service. The red vertical lines indicate the beginning and end of the incident.

down the execution of those functions to avoid further overloading WTCache when it was already unhealthy. XFaaS’s DurableQs stored a backlog of pending calls to those functions without dropping those calls. As soon as WTCache recovered, XFaaS slowly increased the execution rates of those functions, and the backlog was processed within two hours. This incident demonstrates that XFaaS’s back-pressure mechanism is effective in slowing down the execution of functions when the downstream service is overloaded.

The second incident is different from the first incident described above, but it also involved TAO. During the migration of TAO, its capacity was undersized in one of our datacenter regions, which led to TAO becoming overloaded after the migration. During this incident, XFaaS automatically slowed down the execution of as many as 200 unique functions, reducing the total traffic to TAO in the impacted region by about 40%. This successfully limited user impact as a potentially more severe region overload would had to be followed by a region drain and redirection of the traffic to remote regions, significantly increasing latencies or in the worst-case leading to unavailability. Overall, this incident, as depicted in Figure 14, demonstrates that XFaaS’s back-pressure mechanism can automatically identify and slow down a massive number of unique functions that affect a downstream service without manual intervention. This would be hard to achieve without a fully automated mechanism.

Figure 13. When a downstream service was overloaded, XFaaS first slowed down function executions and then gradually increased them after the downstream service recovered.

Figure 14. Number of unique functions (not invocations of the same function) whose execution was slowed down by XFaaS when a downstream service was overloaded.

takes a different approach, prioritizing local region execution but having the flexibility to dispatch function calls globally across regions when necessary for load balancing. While this strategy involves added complexity for global coordination, our successful implementation in XFaaS demonstrates its practicality. This approach holds potential relevance for public clouds, particularly as major cloud providers expand to encompass 50 or more regions, offering abundant opportunities for improved load balancing across regions.

Another main insight is that optimizing for resource utilization and the throughput of function calls should be an important focus of a FaaS platform, rather than solely fixing the latency of function calls. We believe that this principle holds relevance for public clouds as well, although many existing studies tend to focus exclusively on reducing function cold start times, often overlooking considerations related to hardware utilization and throughput.

To reduce latency, a common approach is to keep a VM idle for 10 minutes or longer after a function invocation to allow for potential reuse [45]. In contrast, if a FaaS platform is optimized for hardware utilization and throughput, this waiting time should be reduced by a factor of 10 or more, because starting a VM consumes significantly fewer resources than having a VM idle for 10 minutes.

At Meta, function calls exhibit high levels of spikiness, and the peak-to-trough ratio for function calls is 4.3. Similarly, in the industry, Shahrad et al. reported that Azure Functions’ workloads have a peak-to-trough ratio of two [39], and Wang et al. reported that Alibaba Cloud Function Compute experiences a peak-to-trough load ratio of more than 500x for certain functions [43]. If a FaaS platform primarily prioritizes latency, it would have to significantly over-provision hardware resources to meet the peak demand, leading to overall low hardware utilization.

Furthermore, Shahrad et al. reported that 64.1% of calls to Azure Functions are triggered by queues, events, storage, timers, and orchestration workflows [39]. While certain portions of these function calls are indirectly user-triggered [19]...
and may have response expectations of a few seconds, the remaining calls possess the potential for delay-tolerant execution. This is because, in general, function calls triggered by non-RPC events like storage changes are less likely to involve an interactive user waiting for an immediate response, unlike functions triggered directly by RPCs like HTTP.

Several techniques in XFaaS for smoothing out the load spike might be applicable to public clouds. First, allowing the caller to specify a future execution start time would provide the caller with the flexibility to explicitly control how to spread out their function execution. Second, allowing a function’s owner to choose its SLO in terms of the execution completion deadline would provide the FaaS platform the flexibility to postpone the execution of delay-tolerant functions to off-peak hours. Third, allowing function owners to assign a criticality level to each function ensures that critical functions are executed first when the capacity is low. All of these might be provided as additional offerings to public cloud users at a discounted price to motivate adoption.

Although a public cloud would not be able to run functions from different users in the same Linux process like XFaaS does, we believe that large customers of public clouds like Netflix, Snapchat, and Twitch consume a significant amount of capacity, and those large customers can adopt XFaaS’s approach in their virtual private cloud on top of public clouds. Specifically, among thousands of teams using XFaaS, a single team consumes 10% of the total capacity, while 0.4% and 2.6% of the teams consume 50% and 90% of the total capacity, respectively. Similarly, such large customers are likely to exist in public clouds as well and may be able to adopt XFaaS’s approach.

7 Related Work

Surveys and applications. Several studies have provided surveys of the serverless computing landscape [20, 21, 26, 31], with some specifically focusing on the survey of serverless applications [13]. Moreover, specific types of serverless applications have also been studied before [25, 30, 48].

Scheduling functions and tackling cold start. Prior work illustrated several approaches for efficient scheduling of functions [27, 28, 39, 41]. XFaaS’s deferred execution of delay-tolerant functions is unique and can result in significant capacity savings during peak time. Some works tackle the cloud function start-up latency problem [1, 2, 8, 10, 11, 16, 33–38, 44, 46, 47] using several architectural optimizations at the workers such as using microVMs [1] or microkernels. These can help speed up prewarm time when the execution environment is initialized. AWS Lambda recently introduced Snapstart [6] which stores and loads snapshots of the execution environment to further speed up cold start. In contrast, XFaaS eliminates cold start altogether in the common case since execution environments are pre-compiled using a region-based profiling-guided compilation in tandem with a staged rollout process to pre-provision workers with optimized code for the execution environment and all functions of that environment.

Industry and open-source systems. Several FaaS industry systems [4, 5, 17] and open frameworks [3, 22] already exist. However, none of them consider the interaction between the FaaS system and downstream services. XFaaS’s back-pressure mechanism leverages overload signals to reduce load on downstream services dynamically and automatically. Moreover, XFaaS’s approach to widely push execution runtimes with pre-compiled optimization code can greatly reduce startup latencies; its unique deferred computation model can save capacity at peak periods; and XFaaS leverages locality groups to reduce workers’ memory consumption.

Hardware cost of FaaS platforms. Wang et al. [45] benchmarked several public cloud FaaS platforms and found that all of them keep VMs idle for 10 minutes or longer after a function call, which could result in low hardware utilization. Several studies have reported the workload characteristics of public cloud FaaS platforms [39, 43]. However, they did not provide information on the hardware utilization of these platforms. As a rare example of research that focuses on the hardware cost of a FaaS platform, Zhang et al. [49] proposed using harvested resources to run functions.

8 Conclusion

We have introduced XFaaS, a serverless platform in our private cloud. XFaaS employs several techniques to enable workers to serve requests for any function almost instantly without cold start time, including proactive code deployment, cooperative JIT, cross-function runtime sharing, and locality groups for reducing memory consumption. XFaaS also leverages the insight that, although function invocations exhibit high spikes, not all functions require near-real-time latency. This insight allows for the postponement of computation for delay-tolerant functions to off-peak hours, resulting in significant capacity savings. Lastly, we advocate that workload management for an FaaS platform should be contextualized within a broader ecosystem, specifically considering the impact of spiky function executions on downstream services. A main piece of our ongoing work is to transition most functions using guaranteed quota to utilize opportunistic quota for additional capacity savings.
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